
WHAT NEXT?  Leave to dry for 2 days. Plant in your garden or in a pot!

WHAT TO DO:

1. Boil water in a kettle and set aside. 

2. Shred half a sheet of each colour construction paper and some newspaper. Then use 

scissors to shred and cut up the construction paper into smaller pieces. 

3. Place each colour of shredded paper into a separate jar. Fill each jar half full with of 

construction paper and half full of shredded newspaper. 

4. Add hot water from the kettle to each jar until the paper is covered. Leave the lid off and 

set aside for 10-15 minutes. 

5. After 15 minutes has elapsed, put the lids on the jars and tighten. Shake each jar 

vigorously for 5 minutes. The result should look like snot. 

6. Pour about half the mixture from one jar through a strainer over an empty bucket or 

bowl. Use your fingers to squish out as much water as you can (try to get as much water 
out as you can, but if it’s still a little damp that is fine for this stage). Remove the mixture 

from the strainer and set aside, repeat this step until all of the newspaper mixture has 

been strained. 

7. Pick up a small clump (about at teaspoon) of one colour and dab it in the bowl of seeds. 

8. Next pick up another small clump of the other colour and cover up the seeds. 

9. Add one additional clump of each colour (doesn’t need to be perfect, the more random it 

is, the more it will look like the Earth). 

10.Gently squeeze the seed ball into a round shape trying to get most of the water out. DO 
NOT ROLL THE BALL, that will make it fall apart. 

MATERIALS
- Flower seeds in a small bowl

- Blue and green construction paper

- Newspaper

- Sieve, colander or strainer

- Small jars or containers with lids

- Scissors

- A kettle

- Bucket or bowl

Create your own seed bomb that looks like the 

Earth. This is a great way to celebrate Earth Day on 

April 22nd, or make any day Earth Day.

EARTH DAY SEED BOMBS


